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assure the security Qf Israe, short Qf supplying man.

It seems that a week cannot pass without the Vice- -
Power in the area."

President of the United States making a A couple
et douDts continue to nag. Despite every reassurance

of weeks ago, on the golf course, Mr. Agnew hit one of the
glven' those wno keeP m snarP perspective the agonizing

players on the head and it required stitches. In golf, such
remembrance of the creation and of the State

a player would be considered a duffer, but one does not
of Israe1' tnose wno recall the
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all a a duffer At least not his face.
of 13 years a8- ose who regard with justified skepti- -

This past week, he was trotted out again. In a fund-
clsm the tendency of big powers to move in and play the

raising function for Illinois Republicans, Mr. Agnew
cards neld by tne sma11 nations in a grueling contest for

attacked the system whereby University quotas help
existence are not convinced nor likely soon to be.

minorities to receive education. In this area, the duffer
Latelv- we nave heard a good deal of jocular talk about

is coached by the hidden pro. He doesn't hit anybody in
"Sundry lists." Israel has such an inventory of needs;

the head, he goes for the jugular. However, somebody has ancj
ll not to jked about- Israel's desperate efforts

given him alliteration and onomotopoeia to intellectualize
ferret out and destroy the concentrations of terrorists

his
image.

He is given quotable phrases which sock it to
"esting Places and Russian war trappings in the Middle

his audience It is a carnival and while people go to pledge
st snould result in grim renewal of a war in its third

their faith to the party, they also watch the show. But no--
ede' Israel must reassured ard supplied,

body lH)ks backstage to see what was there before the
her list are (1) an end to predetermination by the

makeup was put on. Or to ask:
Bi Powers of Israel's future and just how Israel shall

What are Mr. Agnew's credentials and expertise in
elate to ner neigh&ors; (2) the supply of sufficient

areas9 Or in the field of communications'' Or fnsive equipment to keep Arab knives off her throat and

even in philosophic approaches to politics9 But his attack
EgyPtian rockets out of her terrain; (3) a speedy and

on "minorities
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creates anxieties. What is a minority and
e(JuitaDle implementation of the peace terms to which

how long is it before such an attitude is expressed in an
Isr4?ei has already agreed.
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were sitting at the mike at the time to refute a

being made with assertion, the topics and guests

have enough universal appeal to keep us tuned on until

time is called. Occasionally, we flip back to the late

movie on Channel 8, TV, especially when Joe and his

guests get on the old time musician and recording

"Kick", which may be interesting to some, but not

enough to hold us. But even then, a name will be dropped
in the telling of an incident in the past, that causes us

to perk our ears and bring fond memory to mind of a

personal association with the party being spoken about

over the radio.

ft happened the other morning when Joe's guests

eluded Maynard Slote, entertainment director of the

Tropicana Hotel; Kirby Stone, entertainment director of

the Bonanza; and Forrest Duke, columnist for the

and correspondent for Variety. They

spoke of one thing and another, which had us yawning for

a while. We stayed with it for two reasons.

Forrest is a fine chronologist of the current scene in

our city, as well as being a good friend of the Tells

especially his sympathetic, outspoken encouragement for

our son Jay's Free Press, which most gloat over and

enjoy privately, but fear to say so publically. Maynard
whom we've never met, recently was an unknowing host
to us at his private booth for dinner and beautiful Fnii
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was doing some work for the United Jewish Appeal. This Sauare
reminded us of two relationships we had eYplrienced OAjZ.Em Shopping Conlyr
in the distant past,
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On one occasion we were asked to do some publicity f""1"
for the Passion Play in Weehawken, N.J. Bill Flynn,
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us to a fine young, Catholic Priests, who explained that I I
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the performances, given every ten years, attracted re- - I W .V All Pt n x .

siaents from Maine to Florida. We did a healthy job with V "Mriat Ftkfc 6m
the nationally syndicated columnists, and received warm - T Nut iepkei
commendation for our gratuitive service. Then we accept- - A A S W ur
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the attention of the Priest. He
agreed, and got some of

the directors of the Church to alter the language, and
moderate the extreme tone of the depiction of the Cru-

cifixion.

The other occasion in our background was brought to
mind by the mention of Ernie Anderson on the radio.
Ernie had engaged us to do the newspaper promotion
for the Boston Pops Orchestra at New York's Carnegie
Hall. We found nursoif in tha ra.a
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one musical note from another, yet sitting on the edge
of music critic's desks, espousing the virtues of a
musical aggregation. We couldn't tell a trombone from a
French horn, and Ernie knew it. But he was pleased wiht
the clippings and promised us a bonus.

That's the way Joe's program hits us personally and
we feel most listeners will gain some similar reaction
sooner or later.

The best time to become indoctrinated for new listeners
m our opinion, is the Monday night (early Tuesday
morning) show, when Hank Henry is the featured guests.
The disucssion usually concerns

of bygone eras. It is bound to ring a bell
witt most adults, and Hank tells it like it was.

At one point, fingers were directed at Ralph Pearl's
criticism of the current movie, The Only Game in
Town," now at the Fox Plaza. We

enjoyed the film,
stemng Elizabeth Taylor and Warren Beatty, mainly
because it's locale in Las Vegas. Like Ralph, we were
disappointed by the quickie flashes of Hank, whose role
was cut to an insulting minimum. Like any Hank Henry
fan, who appreciates his raucous humor, we felt we were
gyppcu.

ahH?tVev t0 Joe' and you'U see what we are talking
probably thank us for tipping you to a gco5
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